February 13, 2001

CHDP Program Letter No: 01-02

TO: ALL COUNTY CHILD HEALTH AND DISABILITY PREVENTION (CHDP) PROGRAM DIRECTORS, DEPUTY DIRECTORS, MEDICAL CONSULTANTS, STATE CHILDREN'S MEDICAL SERVICES (CMS) BRANCH STAFF AND REGIONAL OFFICE STAFF

SUBJECT: CHDP PROVIDER INFORMATION NOTICE NO: 01-02, UPDATED INFORMATION REGARDING NEW PEDIATRIC GROWTH CHARTS AND BODY MASS INDEX (BMI) CALCULATION TOOL AND TRAINING

Enclosed is a CHDP Provider Information Notice No: 01-02, informing providers of updated pediatric clinical growth charts and a BMI calculation tool and available training on the use of the growth charts.

Please distribute this Provider Information Notice without any revisions to providers in your county and complete and return the enclosed “Report of Distribution”.

If you have any questions, please contact your Regional Nursing Consultant.

Maridee A. Gregory, M.D., Chief
Children’s Medical Services Branch

Enclosures